


( D )44.It’s not a good essay; ___, it has lots of mistakes. 
 (A) on the verge of        (B) on the spot         (C) out of the question  (D) on the contrary  

( A )45.May Snow ____ during the Hakka Tung Blossom Festival.  
( A) can be seen           (B) can be see         (C) can seen          (D) can been seen   

( B )46.Ta Hwa Institute of Technology is in a beautiful location. It ___ very good library facilities.  
(A) have                 (B) has               (C) is               (D) are   

( A )47.The players of the Wii need ___ and use their arms and legs to move around during play. It is helping people get some 
exercise.   (A) to be active (B) active              (C) be active         (D) to active  

( C )48.Millet preferred to ___ the peasants.  
(A) be painted            (B) painting            (C) paint             (D) painted   

( D )49.Please hang your dress ___ the closet.  
(A) on                   (B) over               (C) at               (D) in  

( C )50.Just because you got a better grade doesn’t mean you are ___ than me.  
(A) bigger     (B) biggest       (C) smarter     (D) smartest   

( A )51.I do not understand your question. Please ___ it again.   
 (A) ask      (B) answer             (C) receive      (D) think   

( C )52.It is really ____ to plan a vacation. 
(A) excited         (B) bored       (C) exciting     (D) interested  

( B )53.My mother is good ___ making chocolate cookies.  
(A) with       (B) at       (C) on     (D) in  

( A )54.Helen enjoys ___ with her cat and dog.   
(A) playing      (B) to play      (C) plays       (D) played   

( B )55.The Chinese government has spent billions of dollars to change Beijing ___ a 21st-century city for the Olympic Games.        
(A) for      (B) into       (C) down      (D) of 

( A )56.The global warming or greenhouse effect is getting ___, thanks to our burning oil and other materials.  
 (A) higher and higher   (B) more higher and higher (C) high and high      (D) more highest and highest   

( A )57.My father ___ home very late last night.   
(A) came     (B) comes      (C) are coming         (D) come   

( C )58.The baby ___ for more than five hours.  
(A) slept     (B) have slept      (C) has been sleeping    (D) has been slept   

( B )59.At the moment, she ___ on a report.  
(A) works     (B) is working      (C) worked     (D) has worked  

( D )60.Water ___ at 100 ℃. 
 (A) boiled      (B) was boiling      (C) has boiled      (D) boils  

( A )61.I usually go to my grandmother’s house ____ Sunday.  
    (A) on       (B) at           (C) in        (D) under    
( C )62.They went to the department store ___ bought a lot of clothes.  
    (A) because     (B) or        (C) and        (D) but  
( B )63.You look very sad. You didn’t do well on the test, ___?  
    (A) didn’t you     (B) did you       (C) weren’t you        (D) do you 
( B )64.She likes children, to ___ she has devoted all her life. 

(A) who       (B) whom       (C) that         (D) which  
( D )65.___ Richard wants to do is make a brand new start.  

(A) Who      (B) Which     (C) That         (D) What  
( C )66.After lunch, you should ___ the dishes.  

(A) waste      (B) watch     (C) wash          (D) wait  
( D )67.A series of charity concerts organized began to help___ funds for victims of the Sichuan earthquake. 
    (A) grow       (B) rise      (C) lift      (D) raise     
( B )68.Most children look forward to ___ Halloween. 

(A) congratulating    (B) celebrating     (C) congratulate   (D) celebrate   
( C )69.Sam can’t check his e-mall because he forgot his ___. 
    (A) monitor     (B) keyboard      (C) password        (D) server  



( D )70. An air-conditioner is more ___ when the filters are clean.  
   (A) quiet     (B) warmer      (C) fluency     (D) efficient  

( C )71.Environmental ___ is everybody’s business. 
    (A) destruction    (B) preservation     (C) protection    (D) destroy 
( A )72.A car is a means of ___. 
    (A) transportation    (B) tournament    (C) performer    (D) traveler  
( A )73.Using a ___ is one of the ways to keep AIDS away.  

(A) condom     (B) comedo     (C) cigarette    (D) client  
( C )74.She always shows her ___ for homeless people or stray animals.  

(A) harmful     (B) handful            (C) sympathy     (D) symptom 
( B )75.I am a ___. I fill prescriptions.  

(A) doctor     (B) pharmacist    (C) lawyer     (D) dentist.  
( B )76.She is a ___. She types letters and answers the phone. 
   (A) baker      (B) secretary           (C) musician    (D) model.   

( D )77.She studied ___ at the university.  
(A) the economics    (B) economy       (C) economical   (D) economics   

( B )78.Call me tomorrow morning. If I’m not in, leave a ___.  
(A) journal     (B) message.     (C) pen      (D) newspaper  

( A )79.___ don’t eat anything made from animals.   
(A) Vegans               (B) Meat eaters          (C) Predators             (D) Poor people 

( C )80.I need to see a doctor. I have a ___ headache. 
(A) great      (B) wonderful    (C) terrible     (D) terrific 

( D )81.Never (a. make off  b. get off  c. take off  d. put off) till tomorrow what you can do today.  

( A )82.You (a. had better  b. be better  c. of better  d. are good) not have a snack before you go to bed. 

( B )83.There is no one to (a. look care  b. take care of  c. make after of  d. get care of ) the old man. 

( A )84.Henry exercised a lot and lost a lot of (a. weight  b. junk  c. chemicals  d. cancer). 

( C )85.No one can (a. prevent me not to  b. hinder me of  c. prevent me from  d. get me off) enjoying life. 

( C )86.What if I (a. failing  b. would fail  c. should fail  d. fails) ?   

( B )87.In school I always (a. chance  b. follow  c. choose  d. gather) the rules. 

( C )88.She went out (a. in case   b. by case  c. in spite of  d. despite of) the rain. 

( D )89.Please (a. keep the watch  b. take the look  c. keep about  d. keep an eye on) my luggage for ten minutes. 

( D )90.I hope you’ll (a. can  b. able to  c. are able to   d. be able to) understand it one day. 

( C )91.Those three boys can speak Chinese, but (a. three  b. all  c. none  d. fewer) of them can speak English. 

( B )92.I met Tom (a. with accident  b. by accident  c. of chance  d. get chance) on Park Street. 

( D )93.Two of the five cats are white, and (a. other  b. others  c. another  d. the others)are all black. 

( D )94.To (a. cry  b. exclaim  c. shreak  d. whisper) is to speak very softly and low. 

( D )95.He is never late for school. He is always (a. of time  b. off time  c. behind time  d. on time) for school. 

( C )96.The poor man takes great pride (a. for  b. on  c. in  d. to) his honesty. 

( C )97.Industry is the key (a. of   b. for  c. to  d. at)success. 

( A )98.Sorry, the newspaper is out of my (a. reach  b. hand  c. looks  d. taste). 

( B )99.A (a. destiny  b. location  c. locality  d. destination) is a place to which a person or thing is gone. 

( D )100.The synonym of decision or resolution is (a. remembrance  b. resemblance  c. observation  d. determination). 

( D )101.To do something at random is to do it (a. orderly  b. quickly  c. with perseverance  d. without settled aim or purpose). 

( C )102.He is tired of doing the same things day after day. (a. exhausted  b. weary in body or mind  c. bored with  d. sick of). 

( A )103.Have you (a. heard from  b. heard away  c. listened of  d. sounded of ) him yet? 

( A )104.He looks (a. as if  b. as long as  c. as to  d. as of ) he has seen something terrible. 

( C )105.The dragonfly is flying (a. off and one  b. to and on  c. to and fro  d. to and back) in the room. 



( B )106.English, Korean, and French are all (a. native b. foreign c. second) languages in Taiwan.  
( B )107.I (a. comes b. come c. coming) from Taiwan, which is an island.  
( B )108.Parents want their children to do their best in (a. they b. their c. them) schoolwork because they want them to be 

 successful in the future.   
( A )109.He has a glib tongue, so I (a. need b. needed c. needing) to keep reminding myself of the danger of working with him. 
( C )110.When the strict teacher (a. come b. coming c. came) into the elementary classroom, the kids said, “speak of the devil 

 and he will appear.”  
( B )111.Proficiency in English and Chinese (a. am b. is c. are) an especially desirable combination.  
( B )112.Some local employers, such as Taiwan-based computer company Acer, have even (a. make b. made c. making) English  

their official company language.  
( C )113.A career that requires two languages can (a. creating b. created c. create) other rewarding opportunities.  
( C )114.From October 2004 (a. in b. for c. to) July 2005, the number of Chinese-speaking Web surfers increased by 18 million.  
( A )105.People (a. who b. when c. what) can speak Chinese well will be sought after by Western companies to fill these internet 

translation jobs.  
( B )116.Where can I send a fax?                 

a. At the post office. b. At the 7-11. c. In the temple.  
( C )117.Where can I mail a package?   

a. At the Copy & Fax Services. b. In the English class. c. At the post office.         
( C )118.Where can I buy an airline ticket?  

a. At the Citi-bank. b. In the telephone company. c. At the World View Travel Agency.  
( A )119.Where can I buy a foreign newspaper?  

a. At the News of the World.  b. At the Black’s Photo Studio. c. In the restaurant. 
( A )120.Where can I get pictures developed?   

a. At Black’s Photo Studio. b. In the travel agency. c. In the movie theater.   
( B )121.Where can I change some US dollars?    

a. In the school library.  b. At the Land Bank.  c. At the telephone company.  
( B )122. Where can I pay my telephone bills?  
   a. At Gems Jewelry Store. b. At the Telephone Company. c. At the Disco dancing hall.  
( C )123.Where can I get some coffee beans?     

At Grange Shoe Repair.  b. At the swimming pool.  c. At Starbuck’s. 
( C )124.Where can I have my sandals repaired?  

a. At Black’s Photo Studio. b. In the restaurant. c.At Grange Shoe Repair.      
( B )125.Where can I have my necklace fixed?       

a. At John’s Coffee Shop. b. At Gems Jewelry Store. c. In the movie theater. 
( C )126.There (a. am b. is c. are) some walk-in clinics in the village, so villagers can easily see their doctors in an emergency. 
( A )127.I complained about the over-charge on the meal, so the clerks had to (a. inform b. informed c. informing) their manager to  

come over to the table.  
( B )128.The police (a. checks b. check c. checking) the red light district frequently, so they can make sure of the public safety  

in the area.  
( B )129.Actually, all of us know that Mr. Smith is (a. a b. an c. at) old fox.  
( A )130.In the meeting, we kept silent because the topic was (a. stale b. fresh c. flash).  
( B )131.They all avoided discussing the sensitive topic for it was a (a. seashell lb. skeleton c. voice ) in the closet.  
( C )132.Emily sometimes casts a (a. red b. yellow c. green) eye on her classmate’s accomplishments.  
( B )133.Janet has a bee in her (a. shoulder b. bonnet c. toes) this spring; that is, she plans to go to Australia to see her grandma.  
( C )134.The student is as (a. rich b. frank c. poor) as a church mouse.  
( B )135.Some like to flatter (a. other b. others c. the other) too much.  
( B )136.Nancy is an expert in everything, so we often ask for her (a. memory b. advice c. will).  
( B )137.I know the meaning of the saying: Look (a. out b. before c. after) you leap.  
( A )138.We have to help the child who is as timid as a (a. deer b. bear c. giraffe).  
( C )139.Our second house is only a stone’s throw away (a. for b. of c. from) the first one.  
( A )140.Rick takes to cooking like a (a. tiger b. lion c. duck) in water.  
( C )141.I was as stupid as a goose to give up the (a. choose b. chose c. choice) to travel around the world.  



( C )142.The black sheep of the family is their (a. ache b. stomachache c. headache).  
( A )143.Some teenagers don’t know the value of things, so they spend money like (a. water b. gold c. silver ). 
( C )144.Henry is drunk as a (a. salesman b. carpenter c. sailor).  
( B )145.Zenobia is the (a. pineapple b. apple c. kiwi) of her mother’s eye for she is an only child.  
( B )146.I’d like to say that it is meaningless to (a. gilding b. gild c. gilded) the lily.  
( B )147.Finding the article you need is like looking for a (a. hay b. needle c. pillow) in a haystack. 
( B )148.When you watch the football games on Sundays, I am just like a cat on a (a. dry b. hot c. cold) tin roof.  
( A )149.Because of the big rain, I was as (a. wet b. dry c. hot) as a drowned rat. 
( C )150.The little monkey is as thin as a shadow for (a. it b. it’s c. its) mother died in the forest fire. 
( C )151.Birds of a (a. father b. further c. feather) gather together.  
( B )152.I know that to tread upon eggs (a. mean b. means c. meaning) a person is in a dangerous condition.  
( A )153.It’s not a good idea to cry out wine and sell vinegar for people may know they are cheated and lose their 

 confidence in (a. you b. your c. youth).  
( B )154.Look! Nature is rich in color when spring (a. come b. comes c. coming).  
( C )155.In Taiwan, people from all (a. walk b. walking c. walks) of life hoped to fight for the liberty and freedom.   
 ( B )156. It is very __ to talk on your cell phone during the meeting.    (A) funny  (B) important  (C) impolite  (D) illegal 
( A )157. I can’t __ Tim. The line is busy.   (A) reach  (B) touch  (C) find  (D) observe 
( C )158. Tina always gets angry. She has got a bad __.     (A) humor  (B) anger  (C) temper  (D) excuse 
( B )159. If you __ on the music icon, the music video will start playing.     (A) beat  (B) click  (C) score  (D) upgrade 
( B )160. The library is __ ahead; you don’t have to turn anywhere.     (A). nearby  (B) straight  (C) close  (D) left   
( D )161. Chi-lin Lin (林志玲) is a famous fashion __. We all know her.  (A) mobile  (B) module  (C) marble  (D) model 
( B )162. “Which college do you __?” “ Ta-hwa Technical College.”     (A) assist  (B) attend  (C) climb  (D) generate 
( A )163. His speech __ many young people.      (A) inspired  (B) displayed  (C) encoded  (D) mumbled 
(D )164. What an attractive man! He is so __.     (A) embarrassed  (B) freezing  (C) picky  (D) handsome 
( C )165. Yuck! The wine __ awful.         (A) trusts  (B) toasts  (C) tastes  (D) tours 
( A )166. I __ your father at the supermarket yesterday.    (A) bumped into  (B) brought up  (C) came up  (D) went by 
( C )167. I spent the morning __ my e-mails.(A) contacting with  (B) getting along with  (C) dealing with  (D) making with 
( B )168. He had to hurry to __ with her.     (A) hold on  (B) keep up  (C) make of  (D) sign up 
( D )169. The copy machine is __. It must be repaired.   (A) in order  (B) put aside  (C) run over  (D) out of order 
( A )170. The plane will __ on time.     (A) take off  (B) wear out  (C) turn off  (D) stay up 
( A )171. For the sake of your health, you had better stop __.     (A) smoking  (B) to smoke  (C) smoke  (D) smoked 
( D )172. Bring your umbrella. It __ rain later.     (A) should  (B) won’t  (C) can’t  (D) might 
( B )173. She has never been to Japan, and __.     (A) so am I  (B) neither have I  (C) nor has I  (D) so do I 
( B )174. Tell me __ last night.     (A) what does she say  (B) what she said  (C) what did she say  (D) what she says 
( D )175. The older you grow, __ you become.     (A) more wise  (B) wiser  (C) the wisest  (D) the wiser 
( A )176. Mr. Brown works __ every day because he has a big family to support.   (A) hard  (B) hardly  (C) very hardly (D) more 
hardly 
( C )177. I have an appointment with the dentist __ Tuesday morning.     (A) in  (B) by  (C) on  (D) of 
( A )178. We were surprised __ the news.      (A) at  (B) of  (C) in  (D) by 
( C )179. Frank seems pretty busy these days. He __ exhausted now.     (A) sees  (B) watches  (C) looks  (D) looks like  
( B )180. If I __ you, I’d stay away from him, he’s not very honest.      (A) am  (B) were  (C) was  (D) be 
( C )181. What’s the fastest way to get to the museum? (A) Take your time when you are there.  (B) The museum opens at 9:00 
every morning. (C) Take the MRT and transfer to the bus.  (D) Maybe 2 miles away. 
( A )182. Could I have your passport, please? ( at the immigration)    (A) Okay, here you go.  (B) Okay, there it is.  (C) Okay, 
my passport is here.  (D) Okay, here we are. 
( C )183. Are you ready to order?  
    (A) Are you making anything special today?  (B) Have you specialized today? 
    (C) Do you have any specials today?        (D) Do you have special something? 
( C )184. How would you like your steak done? 
    (A). Done-well, please.  (B) Rare-medium, please.  (C) Medium-rare, please.  (D) Good-done, please. 
( D )185. Please turn on the light. It’s dark. 
    (A) I’ll open it right now.  (B) Should I turn left?  (C) No problem. Go ahead.  (D) Where’s the switch? 



 
Cloze test 段落填空 
※ Because of computers, real detective work today is very different _(186)_ the past. Computers can hold _(187)_ information, so 
research is _(188)_ easier and quicker. Also, _(189)_ advanced software, computers can even _(190)_ a person by their voice. 
( B )186. (A) of  (B) from  (C) with  (D) in 
( D )187. (A) many  (B) a great  (C) a lot  (D) lots of 
( B )188. (A) very  (B) much  (C) many  (D) more 
( B )189. (A) because  (B) due to  (C) own up  (D) instead of 
( D )190. (A) notice  (B) aware  (C) investigate  (D) identify 
 
※ A text message can only have about 160 letters or numbers. Also, typing a message _(191)_ a phone keypad can _(192)_ a long 
time. _(193)_ text messages are usually short. Users have some short _(194)_ to write words. _(195)_, TGIF means “Thank God it’s 
Friday”; 2 means “to”; 4 means “for”; C means “see”; and U means “you.” 
( A )191. (A) on  (B) to  (C) for  (D) in 
( C )192. (A) spend  (B) cost  (C) take  (D) stay 
( D )193. (A) Although  (B) But  (C) Because  (D) So 
( C )194. (A) cuts  (B)  advantages  (C) ways  (D) lengths 
( B )195. (A) For a while  (B) For example  (C) Now and then  (D) By the way 
 
※ Guess the Chinese meaning of the italicized words (.42-45) 由例句猜測斜體字之中文意義 
( B )196. When will one probably see a sign like this? (A) Sitting in the library.  (B) At an opera.  (C) During a baseball game.  
(D) At a bookstore. 
( D )197. (a) We were all surprised to see how fast Bill was swimming. Then we saw that he was wearing flippers. 
   (b) With my flippers on my feet, I felt like a fish. I had never swum so fast and so far! 
   A. 泳鏡  B. 泳衣  C. 泳帽  D. 鴨腳板 
( C )198. (a) The singer was so terribly off pitch that it hurt my ears to listen. 
   (b) The ambulance siren was at such a high pitch that we all jumped. 
   A. 投擲  B. 推銷  C. 音調  D. 高度 
( A )199. (a) She was wearing such gaudy clothes that it was easy to find her in the crowd. 
   (b) My mother always said that old ladies shouldn’t wear bright colors. She thought that they would look gaudy and foolish.       
A. 花俏的  B. 破舊的  C. 灰暗的 D. 裸露的 
( C )200. (a) He read the letter carefully and then tore it to shreds. 
   (b) Sam was a real mess when he came home: his clothes were in shreds and he was covered with mud. 
   A. 圓球狀  B. 垃圾桶  C. 破碎片  D. 捏皺 
 
Choose the incorrect one 選出錯誤者 
( C )201. Although she usually doesn’t like American food, but she likes hot dogs very much. 
                     A                   B       C                   D 
( D )202. My best friend will meet me at the train station when I will arrive there. 
                      A         B                C     D 
( A )203. Because the approaching typhoon, the government announced that schools and offices would  
           A          B                             C 

be closed. 
   D 

( A )204. Most of people need six to eight hours of sleep every night. 
              A        B            C      D 
( C )205. He is an honest man. You can believe all what he tells you. 
              A                    B       C    D 
Reading comprehension 閱讀理解 
Questions  
 Looking  206.  the ultimate holiday?  Spend 5 days and 4 nights in five-star  207.  overlooking beautiful beaches.  Spend your 
days soaking up the sun and your nights sipping  208.  drinks  209.  you watch beautiful sunsets. 
 Package includes flight, hotel and taxes for only $12,900NT.  Restrictions  210.  so call for details.  Call Amy at Relax Tour to 



book now!  592-7700. 
( B )206. (A) at    (B) for   (C) through   (D) out 
( C )207. (A) airlines   (B) transportation (C) accommodation  (D) meals 
( D )208. (A) strong  (B) colorful  (C) disgusting   (D) exotic 
( A )209. (A) while   (B) because  (C) since    (D) as if 
( B )210. (A) needed  (B) apply   (C) omitted   (D) optional 
 
Questions  
 For most of its visitors, the Louvre seems to have everything.    211.  museums in the world contain such varied collections of 
European paintings or display  212.  diverse styles and formats.  The collections  213.  from small, intimate paintings to 
monumental canvases.  The Louvre also offers examples of schools  214.  shown outside their own countries.  The collection’s 
wide range is the  215.  of a long history of collecting which began over four centuries ago. 
( A )211. (A) Few     (B) A few   (C) Little   (D) A little 
( B )212. (A) so      (B) such   (C) how    (D) what 
( D )213. (A) go      (B) change  (C) differ   (D) range 
( B )214. (A) frequently   (B) rarely   (C) casually   (D) normally 
( C )215. (A) process   (B) answer  (C) result   (D) problem 
  
Questions  
 Twelve-year-old Chelsea was just going down the street to buy  216.  milk and bread for her mother.  She was aware of the 
traffic and  217.  on the sidewalk to wait for the light to turn green so she could walk across the intersection to the store.  A large 
blue car came out of nowhere and  218.  her as she waited by the traffic light.  The out-of-control car was  219.  by a man who  220.  
to a company party and was on his way home.  He lost control of his car and hit Chelsea.  He was drunk. 
( B )216. (A) any    (B) some   (C) a    (D) the 
( D )217. (A) staying   (B) to stay  (C) stays    (D) stayed 
( C )218. (A) striking   (B) striked  (C) struck   (D) stricken 
( D )219. (A) drove    (B) to be driven (C) driving   (D) driven 
( A )220. (A) had been   (B) has been  (C) would have been (D) have been 
 
Questions  
 Cigarette smoking is a popular habit in many places in the world,  221.  Taiwan.  Recent statistics point out that more than four 
million people in Taiwan smoke,  222.  is equal to about one-sixth of the island’s population. 
 People smoke  223.  they know that doing so is bad for their health.  A recent survey conducted by National Taiwan University 
revealed that an average of 10,000 Taiwan residents die each year from smoking-related diseases. 
 In 1997, the government began taking steps to  224.  the consumption of cigarettes in Taiwan.  Now, smoking is prohibited in 
public places, and cigarette advertisements can  225.  be placed in the media.  In addition, it is illegal to sell cigarettes to anyone 
under 18. 
( B )221. (A) despite   (B) including  (C) beside   (D) and 
( D )222. (A) it    (B) that   (C) what    (D) which 
( A )223. (A) even though (B) anyway  (C) as if    (D) once 
( D )224. (A) increase   (B) support  (C) forbid   (D) reduce 
( C )225. (A) at least   (B) gradually  (C) no longer   (D) immediately 
 
Questions 226-230 
 One of Hollywood’s best-known directors, Ang Lee(李安), was born in Pingtung, Taiwan, in 1954.  After studying at the 
Taiwan Academy of Art and later  226.  a graduate degree in the U.S., he tried to start a career  227.  a movie director in Hollywood 
but was not successful.  After six years of  228. , things changed for the better when he was chosen by two small film companies to 
direct movies in Chinese, one of which  229.  for an Academy Award.  This finally brought his  230.  talent to the attention of 
Hollywood movie producers. 
( C )226. (A) obtained  (B) obtain  (C) obtaining   (D) has obtained 
( A )227. (A) as   (B) for   (C) with    (D) of 
( B )228. (A) triumph  (B) frustration  (C) acquisition   (D) sensitivity 
( C )229. (A) nominated (B) was nominating (C) was nominated  (D) nominating 
( D )230. (A) independent (B) complex  (C) practical   (D) remarkable 
 

Reading Comprehension 
Questions 231-234
 Baking a cake is in fact very simple if you follow the instructions.  Before we can bake a cake, we need to make sure that all 
ingredients are present.  We will need eggs, a cake mix, oil, water, and a pan to bake the cake in. 
 First mix all the ingredients well and then put the mixture into the cake pan.  Preheat the oven at a low heat (around 125°F) for 
five minutes, and then turn the heat up to 375°F.  Place the cake pan into the oven and let it cook for thirty minutes.  Take out the 
cake pan, let it sit and cool for twenty minutes, and then the cake is done! 
 
( C )231. What is the best title for this passage? 
 (A) Eggs and Water Make a Great Cake    (B) You Can’t Make a Cake without a Cake Mix 
 (C) How to Bake a Cake       (D) How to Mix Cake Ingredients 
( D )232. What is the opinion that the author gives about making a cake? 
 (A) Baking a cake is fun.      (B) Baking a cake is extremely hard. 



 (C) Baking a cake takes a long time.    (D) Baking a cake can be easy. 
( C )233. According to the passage, which ingredient would NOT be needed if you want to make a cake? 
 (A) Oil.   (B) Water.  (C) Milk.    (D) Eggs. 
( D )234. According to the instructions, for how long should you bake the cake? 
 (A) For 125 minutes. (B) For twenty minutes.  (C) For 375 minutes. (D) For thirty minutes. 
 
Questions 235-237

A great new deal from Jolly Burger! 
    Buy any combination of a burger, a side order and a drink and receive a free dessert.
   •Offer excludes children’s meals 
   •Not valid for breakfast. 
   •No senior’s discount available with this offer. 
   •At participating locations only. 

( C )235. You can get the special deal if you buy: 
 (A) burger  (B) a burger and a drink  (C) a burger, French fries and a drink (D) anything 
( D )236. This special offer is a good value for: 
 (A) seniors  (B) parents  (C) people who are getting breakfast (D) people buying a full dinner or lunch 
( B )237. This deal is available:  (A) everywhere (B) only at some places  (C) on Wednesdays   (D) after 3pm 
 
Questions 238-241 
 When I first arrived in Taipei years ago, I was amazed at the fast pace of this city.  It seemed that everyone was in a hurry.  I 
soon got lost in this new urban jungle.  Those I met were in such a hurry that none of them bothered to help me.  They just passed 
me by as if they did not see me.  Moreover, I was too shy and timid to stop them and ask them for directions. 
 One day, I came across David Yang, a man who lived next door.  I asked him for directions to a museum.  He told me he had 
no idea how to get there.  Then I plucked up the courage to ask a friendly-looking street vendor, who showed me the way to the 
museum. 
( B )238. What was the author amazed at when he first arrived in Taipei? 
 (A) The unfriendly faces on the street.    (B) The fast pace. 
 (C) The street vendors.       (D) His neighbor, David Yang. 
( C )239. What might be the reason why people in Taipei passed by the writer? 
 (A) They hate strangers.       (B) They were easily irritated by newcomers. 
 (C) They were too busy to notice the author.   (D) They were lost in the urban jungle, too. 
( C )240. Who did the author come across? 
 (A) A police officer. (B) A street vendor.  (C) A neighbor.  (D) An old passerby. 
( C )241. Who did the writer ask for help in the end? 
 (A) Any passerby.  (B) Another stranger. (C) A street vendor.  (D) Another next-door neighbor. 
 
Questions 242-243 refer to the following notice. 
  
 If you need to cancel or change your reservation for this tour, we will refund your deposit, in full, up to thirty days prior to 
departure.  If you need to cancel your reservation after thirty days, no refund is possible, but you may sell your place or send a 
friend in your place.  All group reservations are subject to a 90-day cancellation policy. 
( D )242. What percentage of the deposit will be refunded with a 30-day cancellation notice? 
 (A) 0    (B) 30    (C) 90    (D) 100 
( B )243. What is suggested as an alternative to cancellation? 
 (A) Joining a group tour       (B) Giving your place to a friend     
 (C) Traveling 30 days earlier      (D) Sending in a refund request 
 
Questions 39-40 refer to the following notice. 
 
 All computer disks must be scanned immediately upon entry to this building.  Standard Chemical Company policy prohibits 
the possession of any personal disks on site. Disks authorized for business must be declared, accompanied by a pass, and scanned for 
viruses.  When entering the facility, failure to declare disks will result in confiscation.  The term “disk” refers to any computer-data 
medium. 
( C )244. Where would this notice most likely be seen? 
 (A) In a health clinic       (B) At a computer terminal  
 (C) At the entrance of Standard Chemical   (D) In the company cafeteria 
( D )245. What will happen if a disk is not declared? 
 (A) It will be erased. (B) It will be scratched.  (C) It will be duplicated.  (D) It will be taken away. 
 
Questions 246-250  
 A crow stole a piece of meat.  She perched in a tree, and held the meat in her beak.  A fox saw the meat and wanted it, too.  
“How beautiful the crow is,” he exclaimed, “in her slim body and her fair complexion! Oh, if only her voice were equal to her beauty, 
she would undoubtedly be the Queen of Birds,” the fox said.  The crow, anxious to support the fox’s comment, let out a loud caw, 
and dropped the meat.  The fox quickly picked it up, and said to the crow: “My good crow, your voice is all right, but your wit is 
lacking.” 
( C )246. Why did the fox flatter the crow? 
 (A) Because the fox was in a good mood. 



 (B) Because he wanted to tell the crow the truth. 
 (C) Because he wanted to cheat the crow out of her meat. 
 (D) Because he wanted to make friends with crow. 
( B )247. When the fox complimented the crow, why did he say if the crow’s voice were as beautiful as the crow was, she would be 
   the Queen of Birds? 
 (A) Because crow’s voice wasn’t as good as her shape or complexion. 
 (B) So that the crow might open her mouth. 
 (C) Because the fox had never heard the crow’s voice before. 
 (D) Because the fox’s voice was much better than the crow’s. 
( A )248. Why did the crow “let out a loud caw”? 
 (A) To prove she had a good voice as well as a good shape and complexion. 
 (B) To drop the flesh so that the fox could pick it up. 
 (C) The fox asked her to do so. 
 (D) The crow would sing before enjoying her food. 
( B )249. What does the word “support” in line three mean? 
 (A) To discuss something with someone. 
 (B) To prove a statement is right. 
 (C) To illustrate something in detail. 
 (D) To judge something by appearance. 
( A )250. What lesson do we learn from this fable? 
 (A) Know yourself well and you won’t be cheated by false flattery. 
 (B) Never put off until tomorrow what you can do today. 
 (C) Theft is such an evil that it won’t do you any good. 
 (D) One’s wit is more important than one’s voice. 
 
Questions 251-255
 Betty may not be the best professional tennis player I have ever known, but in terms of sportsmanship, she is second to none.  
Betty takes the game seriously.  She believes that it takes more than skill to win a game.  Patience, courage, and perseverance are 
also important.  “A lot of the time it is self-confidence that turns a tough game into a victory,” answered Betty, when asked about the 
key to her success.  “Many a time I felt the odds were against me.  As the game went on, however, I seized every chance and 
fought back,” Betty added.  “I never underestimated my opponent, and I did my best.  When I lost, I didn’t feel humiliated or 
vexed.  I congratulated my opponents with sincerity.  After all, we had a great game,” she added.  With such strong 
self-confidence, Betty stands a good chance of winning any game she plays. 
( A )251. According to the writer, how does Betty make her living? 
 (A) By playing tennis.    
 (B) By taking advantage of other players.     
 (C) By losing games.      
 (D) We are not told. 
( C )252. What kind of person is Betty as a tennis player? 
 (A) She is selfish.     
 (B) She is a loser.     
 (C) She is sportsmanlike.      
 (D) She is underestimated. 
( C )253. According to Betty, which of these is not a factor in winning games? 
 (A) Skill.     
 (B) Courage.     
 (C) Odds.      
 (D) The ability to hang on. 
( D )254. What does Betty do after she is defeated? 
 (A) She throws away her racket and leaves the court in a fit.     
 (B) She appears vexed and humiliated.     
 (C) She is too proud to congratulate her opponent.      
 (D) She congratulates her opponents nicely. 
 
( B )255. According to the passage, what is the key to Betty’s success? 
 (A) Her opponents.     
 (B) Her sportsmanship.     
 (C) Her skill.      
 (D) Her helplessness. 
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